**The Op-Ed Page**

**USC from Cambridge**

I don’t know, but we just lost $80M

(Continued from page 4)

"Well... I don’t... I don’t feel, I’m leaving." Jocko reddened.

"Yeah, I’ve heard... I’ve heard, and no alcohol allowed in the building.

"Whaddaya mean, no alcohol?" I asked, exasperated.

"No football!" Pat reopened the flask and mouthed a swig and a Campus patrolman walked over to him and mouthed a stop.

"Whaddaya mean, no alcohol? Why, say something?"

I tried, but the patrolman wouldn’t budge. The best he could offer was to promise to take the flask to the police office upstairs, and all the time, Jocko reddened.

"Well, if that’s the way you feel, I’m leaving."

"No, Jocko, wait!"

"No football..."
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"All right, Jocko, in the event none of us will forget. Most of us at MIT and at other universities across the nation don’t really know what Watergate was all about — who the people were, what they were like, why they did what they did. Of course we all read the newspapers, Time, and Newsweek, but few of us know the real "kats" behind Watergate. It is not the same, at least for me, to hear what some news reporter has to say. How much better it is to actually see Bobby Orr score the Stanley Cup winner than to read Bob Ryan’s account of it in the Globe..."

There are two issues involved here: allowing Dean to speak, and paying him for it. Some diocesan Sociology lecturer tour as a money-making scheme for a convicted politician. Certainly Dean was a part of the cover-up. He was convicted and he did serve some time in jail. That’s just the point: a man released from prison retains all the rights of a private citizen, including the right to speak. Dean is not breaking any laws by giving his lectures. Furthermore, no one is forcing you to attend them. There does exist a stronger argument against paying $3500 to hear Dean lecture. After all, why should be receive monetary gains from having participated in an illegal activity? Or is the receiving monetary gains because he participated in an illegal activity? Or is the receiving monetary gains because he did something about the corruption taking place in the White House? Think about it..."
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**Letter to The Tech**

To the Editor:

I have just finished reading Salvador Lusta’s commentary on the John Dean lecture. I would like to present a different view. "Watergate" was an historical event none of us will forget. Most of us at MIT and at other universities across the nation don’t really know what Watergate was all about — who the people were, what they were like, why they did what they did. Of course we all read the newspapers, Time, and Newsweek, but few of us know the real "kats" behind Watergate. It is not the same, at least for me, to hear what some news reporter has to say. How much better it is to actually see Bobby Orr score the Stanley Cup winner than to read Bob Ryan’s account of it in the Globe..."

There are two issues involved here: allowing Dean to speak, and paying him for it. Some diocesan Sociology lecturer tour as a money-making scheme for a convicted politician. Certainly Dean was a part of the cover-up. He was convicted and he did serve some time in jail. That’s just the point: a man released from prison retains all the rights of a private citizen, including the right to speak. Dean is not breaking any laws by giving his lectures. Furthermore, no one is forcing you to attend them. There does exist a stronger argument against paying $3500 to hear Dean lecture. After all, why should be receive monetary gains from having participated in an illegal activity? Or is the receiving monetary gains because he participated in an illegal activity? Or is the receiving monetary gains because he did something about the corruption taking place in the White House? Think about it..."
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**Don’t leave Massachusetts!**

But if you have to move, don’t leave one of Massachusetts’ best features behind. Once you move out of state you can’t get it back, less expensive SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSURANCE at low Massachusetts rates. Buy now and keep it wherever you settle down.

Find out about one of America’s best life insurance buys today at Cambridge Savings Bank, 689 Mass. Ave. in Central Square. It’s only a short walk and it will save you money, too. Or, phone 864-5271 for a take-out.
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**Academy Award Nominee BEST DOCUMENTARY**

**...incredibly powerful and inspiring...**

"The best film at the Cannes Festival. A brutal, mind-blowing experience that shattered every public gets a mind-blowing experience that shattered every..."

—John Barbour, NBC-TV
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**HEAT AND MINDS**

"The most hardened hearts and closed minds will certainly be penetrated, if ever the American public gets a chance to see it." —Playboy
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**New England Premiere STARTS TOMORROW**

PRODUCED BY BERT SCHNEIDER AND PETER DAVIS — DIREC TED BY PETER DAVIS — A TOUCHSTONE-FULLER PRODUCTION FOR NBC A HOWARD ZEBER KERRY HILL LIVON FOYER PICTURES PRESENTATION FROM HOWARD ZEBER OLYMPUS COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY